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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, based on the deeper analysis of the features of fuzzy logic and 
approximate r asoning, the concept of approximate case-based reasoning (ACBR) is 
introduced. According to the inference mechanism of ACBR, an implementation  
neural networks is proposed. Mapping the implication relation between the premise(s) 
and the consequence of a fuzzy rule to the weight of a corresponding eural network 
unit, an approximate case-based reasoning on neural networks can be realized. The 
self-organizing and self-learning procedure can be executed by modifying the weight. 
KEYWORDS: Approximate case-based reasoning, neural networks, fuzzy 
logic, approximate r asoning 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In human reasoning, many fuzzy concepts such as young, hot, cool, 
relatively red, and ripe are often used. Those fuzzy concepts can be 
represented by fuzzy sets [1]. In general, for a given rule P ---, Q, a fact 
fuzzy set in an application is only approximately equal to the fuzzy set P 
and is thus usually noted P'.  For such an approximate fact P'  and a rule 
P ~ Q, how to get the consequence fuzzy set Q' approximately is an 
interesting topic in approximate reasoning [2, 3]. 
One of the things accepted in binary logical reasoning is that a rule is 
always considered to be correct, or in other words, it is a universally true 
rule. In contrast, fuzzy logic causes approximate reasoning where the 
matching law is not perfectly satisfied. It means that a rule P ~ Q is often 
used with a fact P' ,  an approximation of P, to get Q', an approximation of
Q. Obviously, P ~ Q does not include the case of a fact P'  that is not 
equal to P. Since the rules in approximate reasoning are not universally 
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true, we prefer to consider them as examples or case-rules rather than 
rules. The feature is called the rule-case duality of fuzzy rules in approxi- 
mate reasoning. In the sense, an approximate reasoning done by using 
those fuzzy rules is the approximate case-based reasoning. 
Another assumption i  binary logic is that any proposition can take only 
the truth values 1 or 0, where 1 means true and 0 means false for positive 
logic (for negative logic, vice versa). Usually, we write a true proposition as 
itself, such as P, and a false proposition as the negation of a true one, such 
as ~ P. The logical reasoning in binary logic can always be symbolically 
processed because all the propositions take the unique truth value 1. 
Different from binary logic, there are infinitely many possible truth values 
in fuzzy logic; any truth value between 0 and 1 (fuzzy-valued logic) or any 
linguistic truth value in [0, 1] 2 (fuzzy linguistic-valued logic) [4, 5]. So fuzzy 
logic introduces numbers into the pure symbolic system by using fuzzy 
truth and linguistic truth values. However, any fuzzy proposition in either 
fuzzy-valued or fuzzy linguistic-valued logic can be represented by a true 
proposition (that is, in fuzzy-valued logic it can be considered as truth 
value 1) with some kind of confidence degree. Hence, the true proposition 
can still be dealt with as a symbolic term and its confidence degree is 
processed as a numeric value [6]. This feature is called the symbolic-numeric 
duality of fuzzy logic. 
The rule-case duality produces an important feature of approximate 
reasoning. In this paper, an approximate case-based reasoning mechanism 
is set up based on this understanding. In the sense of ACBR, a fuzzy rule 
needs to be modified as it is being used. The symbolic-numeric duality 
shows a possible way to deal with fuzzy inference on both the symbolic and 
the numeric level, which yields the possibility of the implementation of 
fuzzy inference on neural networks. By retrieving semantics and interrela- 
tion from the inference relation between the premise(s) and the conse- 
quence of a fuzzy rule, it is possible to do approximate case-based 
reasoning by some useful methods uch as the revision principle [4, 7, 8]. A 
corresponding neural network unit can then be built by mapping the 
interrelation based on the semantics of such a fuzzy rule to the weight of 
the neural network unit. This means that the existing learning approaches 
in neural networks can be used for modifying the weight. If we say that the 
concept of ACBR is a reminder of the needs of self-modifying a fuzzy rule 
in approximate reasoning, then we can also say that neural networks 
provide the possibility to satisfy the needs by their learning ability. In this 
study, we first give an inference mechanism of approximate case-based 
reasoning and a basic neural network model for its implementation, then 
extend them to more general and complex cases by several examples. 
The discussion is divided as several sections: section 2 introduces the 
basic concept of approximate case-based reasoning and analyzes its mean- 
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ing in fuzzy logic. Section 3 discusses everal important features of fuzzy 
logic and approximate r asoning. The basic idea of approximate case-based 
reasoning on neural networks is given in section 4. In section 5, based on 
the analysis of ACBR with triangular membership-based rule, a basic 
neural network model is proposed for implementing ACBR. In section 6, 
the basic neural network model is extended by examples. The conclusion is 
given in section 7. 
2. APPROXIMATE CASE-BASED REASONING (ACBR) 
IN FUZZY LOGIC 
For a rule P ~ Q in approximate case-based reasoning, assume that 
there are two approximation families ~@ = {pili = 1 . . . . .  m} and ~ = 
{QJlj = 1 . . . .  , n}, where pi ___ X, QJ c Y, for the premise P and the conse- 
quence Q, respectively. P ~ ~ and Q ~ N are the representatives of 9 
and ~, respectively. The modus ponens in approximate reasoning: 
p -~ Q 
p, 
Q, 




where P, P '  ~ ~,~, Q, Q' ~ ~ and " = " means approximately equal. The 
rule P'  ~ Q' is said to be an approximate rule to P ~ Q and vice versa. 
Since the rule P'  --* Q' is not given, we use P --* Q instead of P '  ~ Q' to 
deduce Q' approximately. Here, the tacit agreement is that the implication 
relation Rp ~ Q (R for short) of the rule P ~ Q is equal to or approxi- 
mates the implication relation Rp,~ o' (R'  for short) of the rule P'  ~ Q'. 
Depending on the above interpretation, R' is an approximation of R. 
For R and all approximation of R from ~ tb ~', there is a set of 
approximate implication relations { R sJ P , --* Q ,; Ps ~ ~,  Qs ~ ~'} (see Figure 
1). The common implication relation .92 = C3 s(R~) identifies the common 
part of all implication relations of approximate rules. In other words, a 
given rule P ~ Q ~ {P~. ~ QsIP, ~,  Q~ ~ N} is only a case-rule that 
does not guarantee the universal truth. (In binary logic, because ~ -~ {P} 
and ~-  {Q} and the common implication relation ~ ' -  R, the rule 
P ---, Q guarantees universal truth.) Since it is almost impossible to find the 
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X s 
Figure 1. Approximate implication relations. 
set of approximate rules, the approximate r asoning is actually an approxi- 
mate case-based reasoning. Therefore, a fuzzy rule P ~ Q in approximate 
case-based reasoning is considered as an example (or a case) for approxi- 
mately describing the common implication relation ~ between two ap- 
proximation families 9 = {pili = 1 . . . . .  m} and ~ = {QJlj = 1 . . . . .  n} 
where pi c X, QJ c_ Y. 
Three main tasks in approximate case-based reasoning are: 
1. to represent an implication relation R~ for a rule P~ ~ Q1; 
2. to use a given fact It+ ~ and the current known approximate implica- 
tion relation 
l 
2 '= ["] (R k) (2.2) 
k=l  
for deducing Qt+l, where k = t identifies the current state and 
k = t + 1 identifies the next state. Obviously, it is reasonable to let 
some kind of inference relationship in ~"  be kept in P'  ~ Q'. The 
revision principle [4, 7, 8] has been proposed for this purpose; 
3. to find a new implication relation R,+I from rule P~+~  Q*~1 and 
then modify the approximate implication relation ~q~,t to get ,~'+ ~, 
where Q*÷I is a real or an expected conclusion obtained by the 
evaluation of the deduced at+ 1. 
Although ~ and ~ are not given and the common implication relation 
~' is hard to define directly, it can be approached by the approximate 
implication relation based on the definition: 
,9~ ' t+ l= A (~'t, Rt+ ~). (2.3) 
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3. FEATURES OF FUZZY LOGIC AND APPROXIMATEREASONING 
In going from binary to fuzzy logic, we face two big differences: (1) the 
unique truth value becomes infinity of possible truth values; (2) the 
universally true rule becomes a case-rule. The above assumptions of binary 
logic and binary logical reasoning are not satisfied in fuzzy logic or 
approximate reasoning. This is why propositions have the symbolic-numeric 
duality in fuzzy logic, and fuzzy rules have rule-case duality in approximate 
reasoning. 
3.1. Symbolic-Numeric Duality of Fuzzy Logic 
In general, the description of a proposition in fuzzy logic may take 
several types: 
1. a proposition with truth value in fuzzy-valued logic: 
P is 0.8 true 
where P is a proposition, such as "Mary likes music." 
2. a proposition with truth value in fuzzy linguistic-valued logic: 
P is very true. 
3. a proposition described by a fuzzy set (also called a fuzzy proposition): 
the house is large 
where "the house is large" is a proposition described by a fuzzy set 
large. Large may be defined as follows (x is in units of m2): 
large(x) = 0 /0  + 0.01/10 + 0.2/20 + ... +0.5 /80 
+ .-- +0.99/1000 + ... 
4. a fuzzy proposition with some truth value in fuzzy-valued logic: 
"the house is large" is 0,9 true. 
5. a fuzzy proposition with some truth value in fuzzy linguistic-valued 
logic: 
"the house is large" is more or less true. 
Obviously, (4) and (5) are the extensions from (3) + (1) and (3) + (2), 
respectively. (3) is a special case of (4) or (5) when the fuzzy proposition 
has the truth value 1 in fuzzy-valued logic or true in fuzzy linguistic-valued 
logic. 
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All these types of proposition are able to represent at two levels: the 
description of the proposition itself and the truth degree of the proposition 
that shows how sure we are about the proposition. It means that any 
proposition in fuzzy logic can be discussed from two sides: the proposition 
itself (symbolic side) and the truth of the proposition (numeric side). 
Usually people discuss fuzzy inference in two ways: based on fuzzy truths 
or based on fuzzy sets. For the former, the inference is based on the 
relation from the truth(s) of the premise(s) to the truth of the consequence 
of a rule. For the latter, the inference is based on the relation from the 
fuzzy set(s) in the premise(s) to the fuzzy set in the consequence of a rule. 
Any fuzzy inference can actually be looked as a static structure, where 
every proposition is a node and every implication is a linkage, with a 
dynamic flow from the premises to the consequences of rules. The struc- 
ture represents he symbolic (binary logical) relationships among all propo- 
sitions and the dynamic flow is a numeric flow that consists of all individual 
truth values of those propositions. This is the symbolic-numeric duality in 
fuzzy logic. 
Based on the symbolic-numeric duality, if we translate the symbolic 
(logical) part of a fuzzy rule to a neural network structure and let the 
weight in the neural network deal with the numerics (semantics) of 
propositions, then the neural network can implement fuzzy inference 
related to the rule. 
3.2. Rule-Case Duality of Fuzzy Rule in Approximate Reasoning 
A fuzzy inference based on fuzzy sets may yield approximate reasoning. 
There is actually a matching law used in binary logic inference. The 
matching law means that the fact P' should be exactly equal to the 
premise P of a rule P ~ Q. When we try to extend a knowledge-based 
system from binary to fuzzy logic, the premises and the consequences of
rules may be not exact propositions but fuzzy propositions, that are usually 
represented by fuzzy sets. One of the new problems we face is that the 
matching law in binary logic cannot always be satisfied in fuzzy logic. In 
other words, reasoning often needs to get an approximate conclusion by 
using such a fuzzy rule P --, Q and a fact P', an approximation of P. The 
approximate conclusion is usually denoted by Q', the approximation of Q. 
This is so-called approximate reasoning [2, 3]. 
On this basis, in approximate reasoning a fuzzy rule P ~ Q, with 
premise fuzzy set P ___ X and consequence fuzzy set Q _c Y, only gives one 
example or one case representing an inference relation from X (the 
universe of discourse of P) to Y (the universe of discourse of Q). We can 
use approximate reasoning from P'  __ X (an approximation of P) to get a 
fuzzy set Q'__ Y (an approximation of Q) based on an approximate 
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knowledge reference given in P ~ Q. In this sense, approximate r asoning 
is reasonably considered as so-called approximate case-based reasoning. 
A fuzzy rule P ~ Q, where P c X, Q c_ y, is exactly used as a rule when 
the matching law is satisfied (namely for any P '= P); otherwise it is 
considered as a case related to the inference relation from X to Y. This is 
the rule-case duality of fuzzy rules in approximate reasoning. 
It is interesting and important hat the features of rule-based reasoning 
and case-based reasoning can be integrated in approximate case-based 
reasoning in the fuzzy logic sense. This also makes it possible to use 
existing methods and approaches of rule-based and case-based reasoning 
for approximate case-based reasoning. 
When we get a Q' from P ~ Q and P' ,  we also get another case 
P' ~ Q'. By some methods of approximate reasoning such as the revision 
principle [4, 7, 8], there should be some information (knowledge) retained 
from Rp _, Q (the relation of P ---, Q) to  Rp,~ Q, (the relation of P '  ~ Q'). 
When Q*, a real or expected consequence obtained by the evaluation of 
the deduced Q', is known, we can use Rp,_~ O, to modify the previous 
relation Rp_~ O. This may illustrate another important issue in approxi- 
mate case-based reasoning--learning. 
4. BASIC IDEA FOR ACBR ON NEURAL NETWORKS 
Suppose given a fuzzy rule P ~ Q for fuzzy sets P ___ X, Q G Y, where 
X and Y are the universes of discourse. The basic idea is to map X and Y 
to two distributed vectors: x - - - [x l , . . . , x  u . . . . .  x v] and y = 
[Y~,.. . ,  Y . . . . . .  Yv], respectively. Also the P and Q of the rule are mapped 
to x and y as a U-element vector P --- [/.tp(x 1) . . . . .  tZp(X u) . . . . .  /zp(xu)] 
and a V-element vector Q = [/~Q(Yl) . . . . .  I-~Q(Y,,) . . . . .  ixQ(yv)] , respec- 
tively. Then identify the implication relation R of the rule P--* Q as 
U × V relation matrix: 
R= [r .... ] ru, ~,~[0,1]  (4.1) 
Let the weight matrix W = [%,~.] = R (namely, w .... = ru,~), a two-layer 
neural network unit (Figure 2) can be built. The linkage from P to Q gives 
the implication relation of the rule P ~ Q at the symbolic level, which is 
static during any reasoning performed on the neural network. The weight 
W = R remembers the initial relation of the case P ~ Q at the numeric 
level, which can be modified by one case based on several kinds of learning 
approach. The detailed neural network structure is shown in Figure 3. The 
input layer has U nodes, corresponding to the input vector P, and the 
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p P ~t v 
° ! / "  ~\ , _ - -x  o~/ :  ~ \ . _  
xl Xu ~.~.  R= [ru,v] ~ y~''- 
Figure 2. Basic idea for ACBR on neural networks. 
P Q 
1 1 
I~,(xj) l-tQ(y 1) 
Input PP (x2) l~(Y2) Output 
Layer Layer 
lal'(x~ PQ(Yv) 
I-tp (xO l, tQ(yv) 
Weightage Matrix 
,1 • • " wi N 
W= " Wa, v :U 
L Wu, . • • w , 
Figure 3. A neural network unit for fuzzy inference. 
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output layer has V nodes, corresponding to the output vector Q. The 
inference is defined as: 
(4.2) Qt+l =f(Pt+ l ,  7ft) t >_ 1 
7~ 1 = w 
where 7F is the current weight matrix. The transfer function f is: 
(4.3) 
where Pt+~ = [txe,+,(x.)], g//t= [w.,~,] for u = 1 , . . . ,U  and c, = 1 . . . .  ,g;  
and • is defined as: 
• (A ,B)  =A +B-A  ×B (4.4) 
When an input vector P/+l is given, the output Qt+l can be deduced by 
the transfer function f. When a real or expected conclusion Q*+l is 
obta ined  and  mapped to the ta rget  vector  Q*t+l = 
", " "  Qt+l  from [~Q*+~(Y0,.. /zQ,*+,(Yv),. IXaT+(yv)], by the deviation of * 
Qt+l, the approximate conclusion deduced by the above formula, the 
learning algorithm for building the new weight matrix ~t+ 1 is defined as: 
.~t+l  = ~ ' t  _,~ AWt+I (4.5) 
where g.ft is the current weight matrix after the t-th learning step and the 
delta matrix 
zXWt+ 1 = [Aw.,~,] (4.6) 
may be obtained by the delta rule [9]: 
Aw.,~, = a(IXQ.+~(y~,) -- /XQ,÷l(y~,) ) × p~e,+l(X.) (4.7) 
where c~ is a small gain constant. 
The previous discussion described a basic idea for representing the 
implication relation in a fuzzy rule to the weight of the corresponding 
neural network unit, so that an ACBR can be executed on a neural 
network. The learning will be realized by modifying the implication rela- 
tion. For a real implementation, how to retrieve and express the implica- 
tion relation of a fuzzy rule is a very important issue. We will discuss 
ACBR semantics and interrelation with triangular membership-based rules 
(TMB rules) and give the basic neural network model in the next section. 
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5. ACBR WITH TRIANGULAR MEMBERSHIP -BASED RULES 
Fuzzy sets represented by triangular memberships have been much used 
in recent fuzzy theory research and applications. To simplify discussion, we 
first deal with approximate case-based reasoning by the triangular mem- 
bership-based rule (TMB rule), and give a basic neural network model 
based on TMB rules. 
5.1. Definit ion of TMB Rule 
DEFINITION 5.1. (Support of fuzzy set) [10]: The support of a fuzzy set 
A,  S(A) ,  is a crisp set of all x ~ X such that I~A(X) > O. 
DEFINITION 5.2. (Valuable internal, see Figure 4) [8]: An interval X A = 
[x l, x~] is called valuable interval of a fuzzy set A, if and only if S(A)  = 
(x t, Xr) is the support of A. 
DEFINITION 5.3. (TMB set): A fuzzy set A is called triangular member- 
ship-based set (TMB set) if and only if the membership function of A is 
defined by: 
(x  - x l )  + (Xc - xt )  x ~ [xt, Xc] 
~lbA(X) = 1 -- (X  - -X  c) + (X  r - -X  c) X ~ (x  c, xr] (5.1) 
where xt, xc, xr are the left, center, and the right point of A, respectively; 
X is the universe of discourse of A; X A = [xz, x r] is the valuable interval 
of A. The center point Xc( iZe(X c) = 1) is also called the representative 
point (see Figure 5). 
DEFINITION 5.4. (TMB approximation): Two of TMB sets P and P '  with 
valuable intervals X e and Xp,, respectively, are TMB approximations of 
each other if and only if X e = X e, c X (Figure 6). 
x I x r 
XA= [X 1 , X 1] 
Figure 4. Valuable interval. 
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~ ~tA(x) A 
x I x c Xr 
Figure 5. A TMB set. 
A rule is said to be a TMB rule if and only if the fuzzy sets in the 
premise(s) and the consequence of the rule are all TMB sets. 
In this section, we discuss ACBR on those cases where only TMB rules 
are used and any premise P and corresponding fact P '  are TMB approxi- 
mations. Based on these promises we can use the valuable intervals instead 
of the universes of discourse during inference. 
5.2. ACBR Semantics of TMB Rules 
Based on the semantic revising method (SRM) of the revision principle 
[8], we have the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 5.5. (ACBR semantics): The ACBR semantics of a TMB rule 
P ~ Q is defined as: 
SRp, o = {(s, t ) ls  = I~p(X),t = tzo(y ) , s  = t, x E Xe ,  y ~ YQ}, (5.2) 
where I~p(X) and /zo(y) are the membership functions of P and Q, Xe 
and Yo are the valuable intervals of P and Q, respectively. 
1 m_  _ P ' ___  P 
Xl=X 1 x r=Xr 
Figure 6. TMB approximation. 
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DEFINITION 5.6. (ACBR interrelation): The ACBR interrelation of a 
TMB rule P ~ Q is defined as: 
IRe, Q = {(x, y)l( lXe(X),txQ(y) ) E SRp,Q, 
d~e(x)  d~Q(y) } 
- -  × - -  >0whenxex~andyeyc  . (5.3) ox ay 
Figure 7 illustrates ACBR semantics and interrelation, where the point 
(Xc, Yc) (which satisfies ixe(x ~) = 1 and ixo(y c) = 1) is called the center of 
IRp, Q. 
5.3. In fe rence  Mechan ism o f  ACBR 
FORMULA 5.1 (In~rence mechanism of ACBR): Suppose a TMB rule 
P~Q be defined by: 
gp(x)  = 
(x  - xt )  + (Xc - x l )  
1-  (x  - x~)  + (x~ - x c) 
x E [xt, Xc] 
(5.4) 
x ~ (x c, x~] 
lxa ( y ) = (Y - Yl) + (Yc - Yl) 
1-  (y -yc )  + (Yr-Yc) 
Y ~ [Yt,Yc] (5.5) 
Y ~ (Yc, Yr] 
~ ~ ~ 7 ~ p , Q  
Figure 7. Interrelation and semantics of a TMB rule P --, Q. 
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as well as a fact P'  be given by: 
(x  - x l )  + (x'c - x l )  x ~ [xt ,  x'c] 
lze,(x) = ~ l - (x - x'c) + (x r - x' c) x ~ (x'~,x,] (5.6) 
where P c_X e = [Xi ,  Xr] , Q c_ YQ = [Yt, Yr], the Xc, y~, and x'~ are the 
representative points of P, Q, and P',  respectively. Then y'~, the represen- 
tative point of Q', is calculated by the following transfer function: 
y'c =f l (x 'c ,x~,y¢)  
= (Yt + (Y~ -Y t )  × (X'c -x l )  + (Xc -x l )  x'c ~ [xt, x~] 
Yr -- (Y r  Yc) X (X r --Xtc ) (X r Xc) X' c E (Xc, Xr] (5 ,7 )  \ 
thus, we have Q' as: 
= [ (Y - yt)  + (Y'c - yt)  y ~ [yl ,  Y'c] (5.8) 
tZQ,( Y ) 
1 - (y  -Y 'c)  - (Y, -Y 'c)  Y ~ (Y'~,Y,] 
Figure 8 illustrates an example of the inference of ACBR. Note that 
when the above definitions and approach are used, if P'  = P is given, then 
Q' = Q is guaranteed. 
When Q* (a real or an expected conclusion obtained by evaluation of 
Q') is known, we can have: 
_ [ * 
/xe,(y ) = (Y Yt) + (Y* -Y l )  Y ~ Yt,Yc] 
1 - (y -y*c ) + (Yr --Y'c) Y E (Y*c,Y,] (5.9) 
~(x) pp(x) 
! | • 
Xr i xc Ixc'~] 
,,!/ 
/Rp,,QT"- ~/ i lV_"  _ 
, , ""  I y, 
IRp,(~ 
1 SRp,Q 
~_Yc,__ _'~ ~(,Y) 
~ 1  gQ(Y) 
Y 
Figure 8. The inference of ACBR. 
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If we construct he P '  and the Q* to a new TMB rule P* --, Q*, then 
IRp ,  Q, can be gotten. By some learning method, it is possible to modify 
the IRe.Q, based on the IRe, Q.. It is discussed in 5.5. 
5.4. Neural Network Implementation 
In general, we may have a TMB rule Pt, e2, . . . .  en ~ Q, where Pi c_ Xei  
= [xit, Xir] for i = 1 . . . .  , n, Q c YQ = [Yt, Yr]. Pa, P2 , . . . ,  Pn as well as Q 
are fuzzy sets defined by: 
~.£pi(Xi) = 
(X i -- Xil) --i- (Xic -- Xil) 
1 -- (X i - -X ic )  "~ (X i r -  Xic) 
X i ~ [Xi l ,Xic]  
X i E (Xic , Xir ] 
l < i  Nn  
(5.10) 
~Q(y)  = (Y - Yt) + (Yc - Yl) 
1 -  (y  - yc) + (Yr - Y~) 
Y ~ [Yt,Yc] 
(5.11) 
Y ~ (Yc, Yr] 
In this case, we can build a corresponding neural network unit illus- 
trated in Figure 9, where the inference mechanism of ACBR is divided 
into two steps: the first step is to retrieve an average deviation between 
real inputs and the premises of the rule, the second step is to revise the 
consequence of the rule based on the deviation to get an approximate 
consequence. The weight of this unit is generated by formulas: 
wl  i = Xic i = 1,2 . . . . .  n (5.12) 
w2 = Yc (5.13) 
XaL..c  
v ~ 1 1  
i Q .Qk_ 
Figure 9. A neural network unit for a TMB rule. 
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The output of the hidden node h is: 
1 
h = - ~f2(x ' i c ,  wl)  (5.14) 
n i 
where X'ic is the representative point of input fact Pi and f2  is defined as: 
XPic -- Xil t 
f2 (x~ wl i) = wli  - xil 1 xi~ < wl  i 
' Xir --  Xtic 
1 x~c > wl i  
Xir --  w1 i 
(5.15) 
and the output of Q is: 
y'~ = f3 (h ,  w2) (5,16) 
where f3  is defined as: 
f3 (h ,w2)  = [Yl + (h + 1) x (w2 -y j )  h < 0 
Yr -- (1 --  h) × (Yr  - w2) h > 0 
(5.17) 
EXAMPLE 5.1 Suppose given a TMB rule P1, P2, P3 ~ Q, where P1 --- XPa, 
P2 c_ Xpz , P3 c Xp3 , Q c__ Yo, and Sp1 = Sp2 = Sp3 = [0,1], YQ = [0, 1]. 
The representative points are xlc = 0.8, Xzc = 0.4, x3c = 0.6 as well as 
Yc = 0.6. By (5.12) and (5.13), we can get wl 1 = 0.8, w12 = 0.4, wl 3 = 0.6 
and w2 = 0.6. 
If P'l ~ Xp1,  P'2 c_ Xe2, P'3 c_ Se3 have been input, and the representa- 
t ' = 0.4, x~c = 0.2 x3c = 0.3, respectively, tive points of P'I, P~, P~ are xlc 
then 
h = ( ( -0 .5 )  + ( -0 .5 )  + ( -0 .5 ) )  + 3 = -0 .5  
Y'c = 0 + ( ( -0 .5 )  + 1) x (0.6 - 0) = 0.3 
are calculated. Therefore, 
(~ +0.3  
/'to'(Y) = (y - 0.3) + (1 - 0.3) 
y ~ [0, 0.3] 
(5.18) 
y ~ (0.3, 1] 
is approximately deduced. 
Comparing with (5.7), we can find that when i = 1, Y'c - - f3(h ,  w2) has 
the same value as by Formula 5.1. 
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5.5. Learning 
Learning in ACBR is realized by modifying the ACBR interrelation. 
The t + 1-th modification is defined as: 
IR t+l =..¢t'(IRt, lRt+l) t > 1 (5.19) 
IR I = IR 1 
where IRt+ 1 is the ACBR interrelation of the t + 1-th rule 
Put+ 1) . . . . .  Pi~t+ 1) . . . . .  Pn<,+ 1) ~ Q~t+ 1), and  IR t is the interrelation after 
t-th learning..~v is a modifying procedure realized by the modification of 
the representative points x~ ) (i = 1,2 , . . . ,  n) and yff). ---ci( r '+ l), Jc~'('+ 1)), the 
shadow of the center of IR t+ 1 in Pi × Q, is calculated by: 
x,,+l, o) (5.20) ci Xci(t+ 1), 
y(t+ 1) _ _ [  ,,(t) ,,* ), (5.21) c - - '~k-rc '.Yc(t+l)~ 0 
where Xci{,+l ) is the representative point for the t + 1-th input fact 
Pi{t+ 1), Yc{,+ 1) is the representative point for the t + 1-th conclusion (real 
or expected) Q~t+ 1), the modification function m is defined as: 
m(a,b ,c )  = ( l - c )  ×a  +c  ×b (5.22) 
the revision parameter 0 is decided by the deviation between the deduced 
consequence Yc{t+l) and the real or expected consequence Yc{,+* 1), and 
defined as: 
Y~,+ 1) - Yc{,+ 1) I 
0 = a × - -  (5.23) 
I I Y~ Yt 
~ Xil 
' ~ZlY  1 
/ t+l ,,t+lx t l l ]  
 vxic , ' e  J /17  I . - -o - -  
/ "-J*-t 
Figure 10. Modification of ACBR interrelation. 
shadow of IR t+l 
shadow o f  IR t 
shadow o f  IR t÷l 
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where a is a small gain constant. Then the corresponding weight is 
modified by 
wilt+ 1) = -cir"+ 1) (5.24) 
w2¢Z+ 1) = v(t+ 1) (5.25) 
JC  
Figure 10 illustrates an example of the modification of ACBR interrela- 
tion based on (5.20)-(5.23). 
6. APPLICATIONS WITH EXTENDED MODELS 
Section 5 gave out the basic neural network model for ACBR on TMB 
rules with TMB approximations, where we only need the information of 
representative points for inference. However, in more general cases, a fact 
P' is not always the TMB approximation of the premise P in a rule. To 
extend the basic neural network model to solve the problems in these 
general cases, we must keep all three points of information: the left point, 
the center point, and the right point for inference (Figure 11). 
Example 6.1 illustrates the neural network for the inference of ACBR 
without TMB approximations. It can be viewed as an extension of the basic 
neural network model introduced in section 5. 
EXAMPLE 6.1 (Extended model for TMB rules): Suppose a TMB rule 
Pl, 1"2 . . . . .  P,, --', Q is given, where P/___ X i = [xil, xir] (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) and 
Q c_ Y = [Yl, Yr]" We represent P~ and Q as vectors: 
Pi = [Pi~,Piz,Pi3] i = 1,2 . . . . .  n (6.8) 
Q = [ql, q2, q3] (6.9) 
P -> Q 
_ 
, x  
~lPl Pt Pl P2 P; P3 Xr- Yr 
Pv-" left point of P 
P2-- center point of P 
Py-- right point of P 
Pr--- left point of P' p' 
2- center point of P' 
P:s--- fight point of P' 
Figure 11. A TMB rule and a fact without TMB approximation. 
Yl ql q2 q3 
qr---- left point of Q 
q2--- center point of Q 
qy-  fight point of Q 
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where Pil,Pi2,Pi3 are respectively the left point, the center point, and 
the right point of Pi, and ql, q2, q3 the left point, the center point, and the 
right point of Q. The basic idea is to use the three-point information of the 
premises and the consequence of a rule to generate three sub-rules: 
Al i ,  A21 . . . . .  An1 ~ B 1 Aik c Si, i = 1,2 . . . .  , n 
A12 ,Az2 . . . .  ,An2---, B 2 B k c_Y  k= 1,2,3  
A13, A23 . . . . .  An3 ~ B 3 
Let X i = [Xil, Xir] be the valuable interval of each Aik (k = 1,2,3), 
Y = [Yt, Yr] be the valuable interval of each BI,, Pik be the representative 
point of Aik and qk be the representative point of Bk. When facts 
P~ . . . . .  P" are given, we represent them as vectors: 
Pi' = [P~I,P~,P~3] i = 1,2 . . . . .  n (6.10) 
and also generate 3n sub-facts A'ik (i = 1 . . . . .  n, k = 1,2,3) and let 
Xi = [xi~, xir] be the valuable interval of each A'ik, p~ be the representa- 
tive point of A'i~. Because A'ik and Zik are  the TMB approximations of
each other, the inference of ACBR can be done on each sub-fact-rule 
group: 
t 
Arlk, Aik . . . . .  A'nk 
and 
Aak, Azk . . . . .  A~I, ~ B k 
by the same approach as in section 5 to get B~, (k = 1, 2, 3), where the 
representative point of B~, is q~,. Combining the k results, we can get the 
vector of the approximate consequence is 
Q' = [q'l, q~, q~]. (6.11) 
The principal neural network unit is illustrated in Figure 12. The weight of 
the unit is generated by formulas: 
wlik =Pik i = 1,2 . . . . .  n k = 1,2,3 (6.12) 
w2~ = qk k = 1, 2, 3 (6.13) 
The output of the hidden node h k is: 
1 
h k = - ]~_,gl(p~k, Wlik) (6.14) 
n i 
@ ® 
k=1,2 ,3  
Figure 12. The inference of ACBR in a general case. 
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where g l  is defined is: 
P'ik -- Xil -- 1 ' 
Wlik _ Xil Pik <-- Wlik 
g l (p lk 'w l ik )  = 1 Xir --P~k , (6.15) 
Xi r  __ wl ik  Pik > wl ik  
and the output of qk is: 
q'k = g2(hk  , w2k) (6.16) 
where g2 is defined as: 
= (Yt + (hk + 1) × (w2 k -Y t )  h k _< 0 
g2(hk ,w2k)  
Yr -- (1 -- h k) × (Yr -- W2k) hk > 0 (6.17) 
k 
Suppose a rule P1, P2 "-* Q and facts P'I, P2 be given (Figure 13), where 
X 1 -- X 2 = [0, 10], Y = [0, 20]. By the above formulas we can build a neural 
network as in Figure 14. The inference result can be calculated by: 
P'1 = [4,6,9]  
p; = [3, 6,101 
h 1 = (0.4 + 0.3) + 2 = 0.35 
h 2 = (0.5 + 0.5) + 2 =0.5  
h 3 = (0.5 + 1) + 2 = 0.75 
q'~ = 20 - 0.65 × 18 = 8.3 
q~=20-0 .5  × 14= 13 
q; = 20 - 0.25 × 9 = 17.75 
11 
/a Q Q, 
t - - - ~ -  s"9~ " 
~ ~  0'  2 6 g.3 11 13 17.7520 v 
~ 1 " ~ 0  5 6 
Figure 13. Rule, facts, and the inference result of Example 6.1. 
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ph 
, 0 
2 ~ " " ~  q'l 
P_~~ 2 5 ~ ~ ~  11 ~ , ~ q ~  
Figure 14. Neural network unit of Example 6.1. 
The modifying procedure can be executed on every Pik (i = 1 . . . .  , n,  
k = 1, 2, 3) and qk (k = 1, 2, 3) by the same approach given in section 5.5. 
For applications based on case knowledge, not only the fuzzy aspect of 
the rule but also the uncertainty of a given case itself should be consid- 
ered. In Example 6.2, we add one more layer to deal with the uncertainty 
of case knowledge. 
EXAMPLE 6.2 (ACBR based on uncertain training cases): Suppose there is 
a set of TMB rules where any premise belongs to the set P = 
{P1 . . . . .  Pi . . . . .  P,,} and any consequence belongs to the set Q = 
{Q1, . . . , Qi ,  " " , Qm}, and Pi c_ X i ,  Qj  c Yj. We use three-point information 
Pil,  Pi2, Pi3 to represent Pi, and qjl, qj2, qj3 to represent Qj. The principal 
neural network unit is illustrated in Figure 15, where Wlik  and w2jk are 
generated by: 
Wlik  =P ik  j = 1,2 . . . . .  n k = 1,2,3 (6.18) 
w2jk  =q jk  j=  1,2 . . . . .  m k= 1,2,3 (6.19) 
k=1,2 ,3  
Figure 15. The unit of ACBR based on uncertain training cases. 
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and Cij k (k = 1, 2, 3) is the weight describing the importance from each P~ 
to Qj, gotten by the clustering learning algorithm [11, 12]. The index 
number k is related to the left point (when k = 1), the center point (when 
k = 2), or the right point (when k = 3) of the corresponding P/ or Q;, 
respectively. The inference is defined by: 
mik = gl(plk, Wlik) (6.20) 
1 
hjk (~i Cijk) ~(mik >(¢ijk ) (6.21) 
qj'k = g3(hjk, w2jk) (6.22) 
where gl  is the function defined in (6.15); g3 is defined by: 
Yjl + (hjk + 1) X (W2jk --Yjt) 
g3(hjk'W2;k) = ~y# -- (1 -- hjk) × (Yjr -- W2jk) 
hy k < 0 
hjk > 0 
(6.23) 
Suppose a set of TMB rules be given as follows: 
P1, P2 ~ Q1 
P2, P3 ~ Q2 
P2, P3 --4 Q1 
where Pi c X = [0, 10] and Q j_  Y = [0,10] are all linguistic values as 
shown in Figure 16 and 
P1 = P2 = P3 = sure 
01 = 02 = sure 
l.t 
indeed 
0 1 7. 10 2.5 5 
Figure 16. Linguistic values of Example 6.2. 
v 
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Representing them as vectors, we have 
P1 -- P2 = P3 = [5, 7.5, 10] 
Q1 = Q2 = [5, 7.5,10]. 
The corresponding eural network is illustrated as in Figure 17. 
When P'I = maybe, P~ = sure and P~ = possible are given, we have 
vectors: 
P'~ = [0, 2.5, 5] 
P~ = [5, 7.5, 10] 
e~ -- [2.5, 5, 7.5] 
i, 
q'11 
7.5 i~(~.11~ q,12 
10 
q13 
i~)  q21 
7.5 tp . . (~  q22 
, 0.5/ _ .~h2~ " 10 I~- -~.  q23 
Figure 17. The neural network of Example 6.2. 
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With the above formulas, we have the results: 
Q', = [3.125, 5,625, 8.125] 
Q'2 = [3.75, 6.25, 8.75] 
These can be approximately expressed as very possible and almost sure, 
respectively. 
When the above model is used, if real or expected conclusions 
Q~ . . . . .  Q* are obtained, the learning procedure can be executed as in 
section 5 for every Pik and qjk: 
(t) * "ljkrAt+l) =/~(qjk ,qjk(t+l), Ojk(t+l)) j = 1,. . . ,  m, k = 1,2,3 (6.24) 
p}tk+~) =nz(p}tk),Pik(t+l),flik(t+l)) i= 1 . . . . .  n (6.25) 
where ,,n is the modification function given in (5.22), and the revision 
parameters Ojk(t + 1) and /3ik(t + 1) are obtained by the formulas: 
qTk(t+ 1) - qjk(,+ 1) (6.26) 
ajk(t+ l) [ Yj, -- Yyt 
Ojk(t+ l ) :- Og X •jk(t+ l) (6 .27)  
[~ik(t+l) = a X J (6.28) 
E cijk 
Y 
The deviation 6jk should be distributed from qj~ to Pik based on cij k. 
7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we pointed out the symbolic-numeric duality of fuzzy logic 
and the rule-case duality of approximate r asoning. By using the structure 
of neural networks to represent the symbolic and rule properties and the 
weight to represent the numeric and case properties, it is possible to use 
neural network technology for processing fuzzy inference with the two 
dualities of fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning. An approximate case- 
based reasoning mechanism has been proposed for TMB rules and a 
corresponding neural network implemented for realizing the mechanism. 
In order to extend the mechanism into more general usage, two examples 
have been introduced with extended neural network models. The mecha- 
nisms and neural network models are being implemented on a computer 
for real applications. 
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